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ANORDAIN NEW MODEL 1
The ‘old’ Model 1, anOrdain’s very first
watch, was launched only two years ago,
and it was universally well-received. The
decision to update the design, then, was not
without risk, but every tweak seems to have
been superbly judged. The workhorse Sellita
SW200 automatic movement remains, but
the 38mm case now sports neat crown
guards, the markings have been honed
and reorganised, and the new, heat-blued
hands look beautiful against the labour-
intensive Grand Feu enamel dial that
is anOrdain’s calling card.
£1440
anordain.com

AUTODROMO INTEREUROPA
The hand-wound Intereuropa, which was

introduced last year, takes its name from the
Coppa Intereuropa, the sports car race held
at Monza. The latest variant, however, is

more obviously influenced by another race
meeting: the Bahamas SpeedWeek. Held
every year between 1954 and 1966, the
SpeedWeek began as a gathering of
gentleman drivers but soon attracted
factory teams and the likes of Stirling
Moss and Phil Hill, who duelled against
a backdrop of sea and sky echoed by
the ‘Nassau Blue’ dial of this watch.

$1250
autodromo.com

BAMFORD LONDON GMT HERITAGE
Bamford has never been bound by
convention. The company made its name by
customising watches from the likes of TAG
Heuer and Zenith and, since launching a
collection of its own in 2017, it has produced
some outlandishly colourful designs. The
new GMTHeritage automatic, though,
follows respectfully in the footsteps of many
great watches before it (most notably the
Rolex GMT-Master) by pairing a simple
black dial with a ‘Pepsi’ bezel, blue
on top and red on the bottom.
£1100
bamfordlondon.com

BELCHENGRUPPE 1247 120°
New outfit Belchengruppe is named after

five peaks scattered across France,
Germany and Switzerland that were used
as a primitive solar calendar by the Celts.

You’ll be relieved to know that the
company’s first watch measures time rather
more accurately than the Belchen System,
thanks to a Sellita SW290-1 automatic
movement, but the main attractions here
are the beautifully designed 40mm case

and a simple yet eye-catching dial featuring
a font called Belchen Grotesk, which was

created especially for the watch.
From ¤1745

belchengruppe.ch


